St. James Summer Camps 2022
SEW SWEET SUMMER
AGES 5-8 (Hand Sewing)
Time: 9:00-12:00
Dates: May 31- June 3 and June 27-1 2022
Min 8 Max 15
Camp Fee: $260
Campers will learn hand sewing while creating their favorite sweet treat. Come and
create a stuffed cake slice, doughnut pillow, popsicle, animal cookie and other sweet
softies. Campers will strengthen hand and eye coordination and will learn the whip stitch
and running stitch. This is a great camp for students who love sewing, creativity, stuffed
animals, soft/ plush items or toys.

SEW IT ALL
AGES 8-13 (Sewing machines)
Time: 12:30-3:30

Dates: May 31- June 3 and June 27-1 2022
Min 8 Max 15
Camp Fee: $260
Sewing is a great skill to learn and utilize to make some of the coolest things. This camp
will focus on learning the fundamentals of sewing. Students will create 6-8 guided
sewing projects while using a sewing machine. Projects include home, apparel,
accessories and play. Students create stuffed animals, character pillows, fabric game
board, tote bag, and more. Some of the skills learned are hemming, top stitching,
encasing elastic, and mastering straight seams. All Supplies such as fabric and notions
are included in your fee.

DOLL HOUSE SUMMER
AGES 5-8
Time: 9:00-12:00
Dates: Aug 1-5 2022
Camp Fee: $260
Min 8 Max 15
Campers will build, paint and decorate each room of their doll house and explore textile
by creating miniature pillows, quilt and rugs. We will build and construct lamps, couches,
chairs and a bed. Campers will also create a special stuffed doll. Once complete
campers will explore storytelling and create a story based on their special home. This is
a great camp for students who love creativity, play, storytelling, painting and sewing. All
supplies are included in your camp fee.

Fashion Design Experience
AGES 7-13
Time: 12:30-3:30
Dates: Aug 1-5 2022
Camp Fee: $280
Min 8 Max 15
Fashion Design Experience will give campers the opportunity to learn about Fashion
Design. Students will start by selecting their design silhouette, fabric, and trim
combination. We will show students how to sketch out design ideas and discuss various
fabric & styles of skirts. Students will be able to choose from the given silhouettes and
be shown how to construct a skirt. Students will also learn how to thread and operate a
sewing machine and create a matching bag or headband to finalize the look. All supplies are
included in your fee.

